Religion in the Sudan
and pastoral people who form the vast majority of the
inhabitants. Amongst the latter, matters of inheritance,
marriage, etc., may be settled by tribal custom in preference
to the rule of the skari'a, while the organisation of worship
and the religious life in general centres round the tarikas
or fraternities rather than the official mosques and the
kadi's court.. Nearly every Moslem native of the Sudan
belongs to one or other of these societies, and looks to the
head of his tarika for guidance in matters spiritual and
temporal. Their influence is accordingly very great.
2. The Tarikas.—The word tarika literally means
66 path " and is applied to certain organisations of religiously
minded people united by a common faith in the virtue of
some particular teacher, and practising a common ritual of
prayer and devotion. It is erroneous to describe them as
sects, since the differences between them are not matters of
faith and doctrine, but of organisation and ritual. The basic
idea underlying their existence is the belief that common
man, in order to attain salvation, needs the guidance of
some person endowed with peculiar spiritual virtue (baraka)
who acts as intermediary between him and the Deity.
Such spiritual guides were the saints who founded the
tarikas in the past, and their virtue is believed to be inherent
in their descendants who are at their head at the present day.
The tarikas of Islam are of considerable antiquity, and
they arose around certain famous saints, whose influence
may be compared to that of St. Francis and St. Dominic
in Christendom. These men practised a form of mystical
doctrine called sufism, and acquired fame for their ascetic
virtues and their miracles concerning which the most
extravagant stories are told. Perhaps the most famous
of these guides were Abd el Kadir el Gilani (1079-1186)
and Abul Hasan el Shadhili (1196-1258) whose names
still survive in the tarikas founded by them.
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